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11oduction
Too often the discussion of women in leadership has focused on the exegesis
"ldividual passages and the study of individual words. In some cases, those on
:rent sides of the issue cannot even agree on which biblical passages are relevant to
ediscussion. 1 The church badly needs to move beyond the level of exegesis to
dop a constructive biblical theology of women in leadership?
In what follows, I will attempt to outline such a theology by tracing women's
tership through salvation history as it is granted in creation, crippled in the fall,
.)red in redemption, and validated in the consummation. I will then suggest some
,logical principles to guide us in our reflections. Although I will make some
, ~etical comments on central texts, I will not answer other exegetical views in detail.
't has been done effectively by others. 3 My primary purpose is to construct a
.live biblical theology.

:ation
Understanding the theological significance of the creation narratives involves
: understanding them in context as stories. The first creation narrative (Genesis
5-31) describes the origin of human beings as a creation of God and their
tionship to the rest of creation. The second creation narrative (Genesis 2: 18-25)
cribes the relationship of man and woman to each other. Proponents of restricted
'!S for women tend to emphasize the second creation narrative, while egalitarians
4
:l to emphasize the first. Both narratives, however, yield significant insights when
Isidered as stories rather than as texts to mine for exegetical ammunition.
According to Genesis 1, man and woman are the crown of creation, bearing
image of God and serving as stewards of God's creation. Man and woman are
ated in God's image: "So God created humankind in his image, in the image of God
~reated them; male and female he created them" (Gen. 1:27l The Hebrew text says
t God created 'adam,in the image of God. In this instance, 'adam is not the name of
man but of the species, making a play on words with the earth Cadama) from which
creature was made. It has the sense of our modern word "earthling.,,6 In this
tance 'adam is plural, referring to both male and female, as is the case in Genesis
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5:2: "Male and female he created them, and he blessed them and named t'
'Humankind' [Hebrew, 'adam] when they were created.,,7
In Genesis 1:27, "image of God" and "male and female" appear in parC\ ~
suggesting that the author saw a connection between the image of God and humani \, ~
nature as "male and female." The parallelism implies that both male and female(
needed to fully reflect the image of God. s Some authors have suggested that I
diversity-in-unity of male and female humanity reflects the diversity-in-unity ofle
Triune God. 9 Man and woman together are given dominion: "God blessed them, ltl
God said to them, 'Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and l e
dominion over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and over every living thing j"
moves upon the earth'" (Gen. 1:28). No distinction is made between the man's ~
woman's roles.
According to Genesis 2, man and woman come together in marriage bec: ,e
of their origin in unity. The story begins in verse 18, when God says, "It is not g(
that the man should be alone." It goes on to describe the creation of woman from I ,
of the ribs of the man. It ends with the declaration that man and woman become 1\1
flesh in marriage because they were one flesh to begin with: "Therefore a man le,.l
his father and his mother and clings to his wife, and they become one flesh" (v. 23-2 :
Besides their unity, the narrative stresses the companionship, corresponde ~
and partnership of male and female. The differentiation of man and woman is roote: )
the need of human beings for companionship, the recognition that it is not good I
them to be alone. None of the animals is suitable for providing that companionship v
20). The word k enegd6 in 2: 18, translated as "meet" in ~he King James version ant: l
"suitable" in the NIV, means "corresponding to." Unlike the animals, the woma l,
created specifically to correspond to the man. The man recognizes this corresponde.:
when he exclaims that she is "bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh" (v.
Because of that correspondence, she can serve as his companion and partner I ~
NRSV's "a helper as his partner").
The Hebrew word 'ezer (2: 18), translated "help" or "helper," occurs in nOll J
verb forms about 110 times in the Old Testament. The Brown-Driver-Briggs lexi '
renders it as "help" or "succor" (aid given to someone in distress).l0 It often refef'.i
God as the helper of Israel, as in Psalm 54: "But surely, God is my helper; the Lor
the upholder of my life" (v. 4). Other times it refers to a military or political ally (J(
10:4; 1 Kgs. 1:7). Unlike the English word "helper," it never has the sense ,
subordinate. David L. Thompson expresses the sense of 'ezer as "strong agent'
renders indispensable aid" or "one who rescues." He notes, "The aid rendere(
indispensable, often meaning the difference between survival or destruction."l)
example, God is called 'ezer because he delivers the poor and needy (Ps. 72:

r
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!'Jes Israel from bondage and distress (Ps. 107:12-14), and saves the lives of those
,1 call on him (Ps. 30: 10; 54:4). Brown-Driver-Briggs translates the complete phrase
~. kenegdo as "a help corresponding to him i.e. equal and adequate to himself.,,12 In

I ~ontext

of the Genesis story, the woman is the man's deliverer in that she rescues
i from his loneliness. 13 She is his ally because she is equipped to work with him in
I 'ask of stewardship given by God to humankind.
Finally, the man and woman are naked but feel no shame (v. 25). Contrary to
I views of some of the church fathers, this verse cannot mean they have no sexual
~tions; after all, they have already been given the command to be fruitful and
I tiply. It means that they accept their own sexuality and that of the other person
r lout insecurity.
Their complete trust in God and in one another gives them the
. dom to be vulnerable without fear.
No one could read the Genesis creation narratives on their own terms and
ve the subordination of women from them. Subordination must be imported into
text from elsewhere. The most common source is 1 Timothy 2:11-15, where Paul
es his restrictions on women teaching in Ephesus on Eve's being second in creation
I first in sin.14 But Paul's ad hoc rationale for his counsel to Timothy should not be
: back into the Genesis accounts as an interpretive presupposition. The Genesis
':s should be read in light of their own intentions.
II

With the entry of sin into the world, discord and domination enter human
tionships (Genesis 3). Unity and mutuality give way to shame, blame, and
'nation. As their eyes are opened, the man and woman are immediately ashamed of
ir nakedness (v. 7). Now their sexuality divides them rather than unites them. It
:omes a source of anxiety. Shame distorts their relationship with one another and
ir relationship with God (v. 10). When God confronts them about their sin, the man
mes the woman, and the woman blames the serpent (v. 12-13).
In confronting them, "God ... holds each accountable and addresses each as
ponsible.,,15 Contrary to popular opinion, the man and woman are not cursed for
:ir sin. Only the ground and the serpent are cursed (v. 14, 17). Nevertheless, both
m and woman must face the consequences of their sin, which involve their alienation
1m the rest of creation and from each other. Both man and woman will express their
:ativity through pain, as the man struggles to make a living from the earth and the
)man struggles to bring children to birth (v. 16-19). Their partnership becomes a
:rarchy, as the man rules over the woman, yet the woman still desires him (v. 16).
Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen suggests that the effects of the fall reflect the
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particular ways in which the man and the woman abused their nature as beings crei l:
in the image of God. She focuses on the aspects of "sociability and accounti l !
dominion." As we saw earlier, man and woman were created as social beings and v
given stewardship of the creation. However, the woman "abused her dominion" w
she asserted her own will above God's command. The man "abused his sociability"

when he chose solid~rity with his wife rather than obedience to God. A
consequence, as described in Genesis 3: 16, man and woman tend to have characteri'l"
problems in the areas in which they sinned, and they compensate for these :
overemphasizing the other aspect of their nature. The man expresses his damal
sociability by dominating his wife. The woman submerges herself in relationship
even abusive ones-in order to avoid accountable dominion. 16
The damage continues to propagate. In the next chapter of Genesis, '
destructive alienation brought about by the fall reaches its ultimate consequence in
murder of Abel by his brother Cain. This picture of life after the fall is descrip!
rather than prescriptive. Domination and death are not expressions of God's will i
human beings. As evidence of this, God already provides a hint of redemption, with
promise of the woman's seed who will crush the serpent's head (v. 15).

Redemption
The work of Christ opens a new era in relations between human beings i'
God. The change is so radical that Paul calls it a new creation. Believers participat~
this new creation as they are united with Christ by faith (2 Cor. 5: 17). Won'
participate in the inauguration of this new era at Pentecost, where they are among .
recipients of the promised Holy Spirit (Acts 2: 16-21). I7 The pouring out of the Sp
on both women and men is specified as the sign that the day of fulfillment has co
(Joel 2:28-29). In 2 Corinthians 6, Paul emphasizes the participation of women
redemption by inserting "and daughters" into an allusion to the messianic promise a
Samuel 7: 14: "and I will be your father, and you shall be my sons and daughters, s:
the Lord Almighty" (2 Cor. 6:18).18
The work of Christ reverses the effects of the fall. As the Last Adam, Je
undoes the damage done by the first Adam, and his obedience brings righteousness ~
life "much more surely" than Adam's sin brought condemnation and death (Rom. 5:
19; 1 Cor. 15:21-22, 45-49). This suggests that the patterns of domination introdw
by the fall should be eliminated in redemption.
In his teaching on divorce, Jesus indicates his desire to restore marriage
God's original creation intentions (Matt. 19:4_5).19 Paul says that relationships betw~
Christians are to be characterized by mutual submission (Eph. 5:21). In this contt
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.omination of the wife by the husband gives way to self-sacrificial love modeled on
Sexual relations in
,iage should be guided by mutuality and sensitivity to the needs of the other (l Cor.
~ ;). Leadership among God's people is not to be a matter of domination and
rority but of loving servanthood modeled on Christ (Mark 9:33-37; 10:42-45; John
1-17).
In Christ, the most fundamental human divisions are overcome. Jews and

e~tandard of Christ's love for the church (Eph. 5:22-32).

;tiles are no longer two hostile peoples but are both part of the "one new humanity"
God is creating through Christ (Eph. 2: 15). The great declaration of this new unity
: course Galatians 3:28: "There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer slave
ree, there is no longer male and female; for all of you are one in Christ Jesus."
I's expression "male and female" seems to be a deliberate echo of the Genesis
ltion accounts. 20 Some have argued that this verse means only that men and women
equal in the spiritual realm or the sphere of salvation: they stand on the same
:ing before God. It is true that the primary emphasis of the verse is unity, not
ality. But the New Testament knows nothing of a salvation that is purely private
I "spiritual" and has no social implications.
The implications for male and female
uld be the same as the implications for Jew and Gentile and for slave and free. In
church, these formerly divided groups met on equal terms. Jews and Gentiles
red table fellowship. Both Gentiles and slaves served as leaders in the church. For
ll, "in Christ" encompassed the whole of a Christian's reality.
In this new era, women take on new responsibilities. In Judaism, the sign of
covenant, circumcision, was available only to men. As Christians, both women and
1 are recipients of baptism (l Cor. 12: 13), the sign of belonging to God's people and
~ sign of our universal ordination.,,21 Through their faith in Christ, women become
~s of Abraham according to God's promise (Gal. 3:29), fellow heirs with Christ
1m. 8: 17), and joint heirs with men (l Pet. 3:7). As members of the body of Christ,
men are given spiritual gifts as the Holy Spirit chooses, which are to be used for the
[ding up of the church (l Cor. 12:4-31; Eph. 4:7-16; 1 Pet. 4:10-11). Some women
the first century exercised leadership functions, serving as prophets, teachers,
.cons, and apostles (Acts 18:26; 21 :9; Rom. 16: 1-2, 7; 1 Cor. 11 :5, 13; 1 Tim. 3: 11.22 Prophets apparently also had a teaching role, since their ministry served to edify
church (l Cor. 14: 1-5).
Like all Christians who live between Pentecost and the consummation, women
~ in the tension between the "already" and the "not yet"-experiencing the power
l gifts of the age to come while living in the present unredeemed age (Rom. 8:9-30; 2
r. 4:7-18). This tension affects women in some especially poignant ways as they
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attempt to live out their callings. In the first century context, this tension led the Chl"\
to accept some restrictions on women's roles. The New Testament writers counsel t r
congregations to respect cultural institutions when they do not contradict the gospel: ~
that the progress of the gospel will not be hindered (1 Pet. 2: 13; Titus 2:5).
This caution comes out most clearly in the New Testament instructiom ~
households, the so-called domestic codes. Yet even these have a striking mutua !
when seen in the context of their times, both in the instructions they give the cultunl,
dominant partner and in the respect they accord the culturally subordinate partne!'
Today we bring the gospel into disrepute in American culture when we forbid the fuJI

participation of women in ministry. This hinders the witness of the church. V'I
should women receive the gospel as good news if they perceive that they are m I
respected in the world than in the church? Women in leadership today must I
prayerful sensitivity to discern when they should gracefully yield to restrictions on tl .
ministries and when they must "obey God rather than men" (Acts 5:29; NIV).

Consummation
The "already/not yet" tension will be resolved in the final act of sal vat
history, the consummation. The new creation will be complete, and believers 11
receive their inheritance (Rev. 21: 1-7). The image of God damaged by the Fall will
fully restored. Women and men will be glorified, as they are perfected and brough
complete Christlikeness in their resurrected bodies (Rom. 8:29; 1 Cor. 15: 12-58; 2 (
3: 18; Phil. 3:21; 1 Thess. 4:23-24; Heb. 6: 1; 1 John 3:2). As one writer has' pointed (
the doctrine of the resurrection of the body means that sexual differentiation ,
continue into eternity.24
The children of God will be revealed and vindicated (Rom. 8:19)?5 Men;
women-and even creation itself-will fully experience the "glorious freedom of
children of God" (Rom. 8:21; NIV). God will reveal hidden deeds and the secrets of
hearts (Matt. 10:26; 25:31-46; Rom. 2:16). Those who have served in silence (
obscurity will be acknowledged. The trust and freedom to be vulnerable that existec
the Garden will be restored and surpassed. We will know fully as we have been fl
known (1 Cor. 13:9-12). This knowledge will be in the context of love (1 Cor. 8:3
John 4:7-12).
Relationships in the consummation will be fully restored. Loneliness,
isolation will be banished, replaced by face-to-face fellowship with God and with ot
believers, celebrated as a banquet (Matt. 8: 11; 22:2). But this is not merely a returr
the relationships of Eden. Jesus told the Sadducees that in the consummation th
would be no marrying nor giving in marriage (Luke 20:34-6). This implies t
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Hriage, even as it was known in the Garden, will no longer exist. Moreover, since it
;: cifically mentions male and female roles in the act of marriage (marrying and being
~ en in marriage), this implies that the most basic gender-based role distinctions will
.. : transcended.
Perhaps the intimacy and immediacy of relationship in the
~ Isummation will eliminate the "aloneness" that gave rise to marriage in the first
~

ceo

Eternity will be a Sabbath rest from the struggles of life and leadership (Heb.
1, 18; 4:1-11; Rev. 14:13b). Women will have a home that lasts (Heb. 11:10).
I ere will be no more regrets or misplaced desires or unfulfilled longings?6 God will
: :tish all suffering and pain and will wipe away every tear (Rev. 21 :4). Appropriate
: minion will be finally restored, as all the servants of God, women and men, reign
~

}rever and ever" (Rev. 22:5). And women leaders who have given their lives in
vice to God will hear the only affirmation that finally matters: "Well done, good and
thful servant. You have been faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge of
my things. Come and share your master's happiness" (Matt. 25: 14-30; NIV).

Jeological Principles
The full participation of women in church leadership is affirmed by salvation
~tory, by the nature of God, and by the nature of the church. Salvation history directs
to ground our theology in creation and redemption rather than in the fal1. 27 Non;alitarians attempt to do this by locating the subordination of women in the creation
Ilffatives, but this interpretation cannot be sustained. Whatever the attitude of the
lthor of the Genesis narratives may have been, female subordination is simply not one
. the concerns of the stories.
Despite their references to the creation stories, non-egalitarians theologize
Dm the fall and make it normative. This depreciates the work of Christ in overcoming
e destructive effects of the fall. Non-egalitarians also tend to apply their hermeneutic
:Iectively to Genesis 3: they expect women to continue to be subordinate, but they do
)t expect men to continue to earn their living through laborious agricultural work!
The distorted relationships resulting from the fall reflect neither God's creation
tentions nor God's eschatological goals for creation. Where the church chooses to
'cate itself in the already/not yet tension is crucial for its witness. The perspective of
e New Testament would suggest that the church is called to live by the principles of
od's eschatological kingdom today as a witness to the unredeemed world. 28
The nature of God also confirms the importance of women in church
adership. God is not a male deity but relates to human beings in both typically
asculine and typically feminine ways. The Old Testament portrays God as both a
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father who protects and defends and a mother who gives birth and nurses (Deut. 1:~
31; Is. 49: 13-15). This breadth of imagery means that the participation of both men a
women in ministry is necessary to fully reflect the nature of God. 29
Furthermore, an orthodox understanding of the Trinity provides a model 1
the full participation of women in leadership. The Trinity is the preeminent example .!
mutuality and reciprocity. Father, Son, and Spirit form a community of mutual, se
giving love. God's people, including those in leadership, should reflect God's nature
a community of love. "In the midst of a broken world, our Lord calls us to mirror '
much as possible that ideal community of love which reflects his own character.,,3o '
the Gospel of John, Jesus identifies love and unity as the preeminent marks that shOt I
characterize the church's life. They stamp us as his disciples and enable us "
participate in the mutual indwelling of the Father and the Son (13:34-35; 17:20-23).

This suggests that the church, if it is functioning properly, is the best analogy for t
Trinity that we can offer the world.
By contrast, the hierarchical use of the Trinity to model "equal in essem
different in function" for men and women is a misinterpretation and misapplication II
the doctrine of the Trinity. It posits an unorthodox subordination within the Trinil
turning the functional subordination of the Son during his earthly life into an eterr:
subordination in order to argue the permanent subordination of women. 3l T
traditional orthodox understanding of the Trinity, as expressed in the Athanasian Cree
is that "in this Trinity none is afore, or after another: none is greater, or less th:
another ... But the whole three Persons are coeternal, and coequal.,,32 Thus the perso
of the Trinity are equal both in essence and in status. Any argument for subordinatic
within the eternal Trinity leaves itself open to charges of Arianism or tritheism.
In its application to women, the hierarchical Trinitarian analogy fails on thr:
counts. First, it is an unbiblical application of the Son's submission to the Fath(
which the New Testament writers use as a model for all believers' submission to Gc
and to one another (Phil. 2: 1-11), not for the submission of one gender to anoth(1
Second, while true functional subordination is voluntary, selective, and temporary, f
the purpose of completing particular tasks, the subordination assigned to women I
involuntary, universal, and permanent. Finally, the analogy is logically contradictor
in that it bases "functional" differences (church offices) solely on an aspect :
someone's essential nature (gender).33 In former times, when the church taught th
women were inherently inferior to men, it was logical to conclude that they shou
serve subordinate functions in the church. Today, however, those who want to affir
women's essential equality while restricting them to subordinate functions fil
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~ mselves in a logically indefensible position. 34
The nature of the church as the body of Christ, empowered by the Spirit to
[del Christlikeness, requires the participation of women in leadership. Since the Holy
; rit sovereignly distributes the gifts necessary for the functioning of the church, those
; rit-given gifts, not gender, should determine which functions individuals fulfill in
I church. Framing a discussion of ministry in terms of power and authority distorts
I nature of Christian ministry. It suggests that we are still asking who is the greatest,
II we have not understood Jesus' injunction that leadership means service rather than
Inination.
The argument that only males can effectively represent Christ in leadership
mnderstands the nature of the Christlikeness that leaders are called to model.
ripture calls believers to model Christ's love, obedience, patience, humility,
npassion, and nonretaliation, but never his maleness. Jesus' Jewishness is much
)re theologically significant than his maleness, since it identifies him as the Messiah
Israel, but no Christian theologian argues that all church leaders must be Jewish.

The issue of representation is more critical for those traditions that view
nisters as priests. This view is problematic on New Testament grounds, since the
~w Testament nowhere describes church leaders as priests. In fact, all believers are
id to be priests, with Christ as their high priest (Heb. 9:11-14; 10:11-14,19-25; 1 Pet.
)). Even if we grant the model of minister as priest, however, some scholars question
lether it was the priest's role to represent God to humanity at all. They believe that
I! priest represented the people to God, while the prophet represented God to the
iople. If this is so, the prophetic ministry of women in both Old and New Testaments
[mId suggest that maleness is not necessary in order to represent God. 35 Furthermore,
representative of God need not also be a representation of God. Leaders (and all
:lievers) are called to be Christ's ambassadors, not his impersonators (2 Cor. 5:20). It
the Holy Spirit, not Christian leaders, whose job it is to make Christ personally
esent in the church today?6
Thus, if we take salvation history seriously, if we have an orthodox view of the
:inity, and if we understand the church to be the body of Christ edified and led by
)irit-gifted persons, we are drawn to the conclusion that women should participate in
lUrch leadership on the same basis as men. While a few passages of Scripture can be
'Oblematic if they are scrutinized in isolation from their contexts, the whole of biblical
velation, as well as the breadth of theological reflection, points toward the freedom
ld the responsibility of women to respond to the call of God on their lives wherever it
kes them-whether into the nursery or into the pastorate.
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Conclusion
The challenge for those of us who are women in church leadership is to IiVI'
redemptive witness in the midst of a world-and all too often, a church-that l
incompletely redeemed. With the rest of Christ's body, we are called to point the w
to the coming of God's kingdom in its fullness. We must be faithful to God's call i
ways that reflect both God's truth and God's love-the love that "bears all thin)l.
believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things" (1 Cor. 13:7). A constructi
and contextual biblical theology can nurture and sustain us in this task.
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